) coupled with photo-electrodialysis was developed. The membrane was polymerized from cellulose triacetate (CTA) and other polymers (PVP, PEI or PEG), tri-ethyl hexyl phosphate (TEHP) was incorporated in the membrane as a plasticizer. The cellulose plasticized membranes were characterized by FTIR spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and thermal analysis (TGA). Photoelectro-dialysis was performed under visible light. The M 2+ transport across combined PIM with photo-electrode FeAl2O4 showed acceptable ions transport efficiency (33% after 3 h). The spinel oxide semi-conductor pFeAl2O4 prepared from nitrates decomposition was synthesized by chemical route and 3 characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD). It absorbed over the whole solar spectrum, it is low cost, non-toxic and exhibited a chemical stability over a wide pH range.
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Introduction
The rapid industrial development, depleting energy resources and growing concern for the environment safety have put an increasing demand to enhance the efficiency of existing technologies. The exploration of new sources of raw materials and the development of novel alternatives that allow the water treatment as well as the recuperation of valuable and toxic materials has become an obligation.
In this context, membrane technology provides solutions to some of these problems [1] and the ions exchange technology allows the concentration of metals. 
Membrane preparation
PIMs were prepared using the same procedure described by Sugiura et al. 
Characteristics of CMS commercial membrane:
The physical and chemical characteristics of the commercial membrane used in dialysis are reported in the Appendix.
Synthesis of the semi-conductor FeAl 2 O 4
The spinel FeAl2O4 was developed by the nitrate route, Fe(NO3)2.9H2O (Merck, 99%)
and Al(NO3)3.9H2O (Merck, 99.5%) were accurately weighed, dissolved in a nitric solution (volumetric ratio HNO3 (65 wt. %)/H2O = 1/3) and slowly evaporated on a sand bath. The amorphous precipitate was denitrified on a magnetic hot plate. The powder was homogenized in an agate mortar and sintered at 950°C; the phases were identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu K anticathode. For photo electrochemical (PEC) characterization, the powder was cold pressed under 5 kbar into 13 mm diameters discs of 1 mm thickness and sintered at 900°C. The density of the sample was found to be 90% of the theoretical bulk value and the mechanical properties were acceptable.
Characterization of FeAl 2 O 4
FeAl2O4 exhibited a brick red color with homogeneous morphology. The XRD pattern was free of the starting oxides and revealed the existence of a pure spinel phase. All peaks were The specific surface area (Ssp) of the oxide is defined by the ratio of the surface of the crystalline particle assumed to be spherical. 
Where ex is the experimental density (kg/m 3 ) and r the particle radius (m).
The particle of photo-catalyst was equivalent to a sphere of radius r. According to the calculations of the lattice parameter a, it was found that the solid has a cubic spinel structure.
The density of the photo-catalyst was calculated from the following relationship:
N is the Avogadro's number, and M the molecular weight and V the volume of the unit cell.
The corresponding results are collected in Table 1 .
Analysis
The FTIR spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer spectrometer (Spectrum One).
The morphologies of the different membranes were determined by SEM analysis using a JEOL JSM 6301F-FEG. The thermo-gravimetric analyses (TGA) were achieved using a TGA Q500, TA Instrument, programmed from 50 to 600°C at a rate of 10˚C/min under nitrogen atmosphere.
The M 2+ concentration was determined by atomic absorption using a Perkin-Elmer 2380 spectrometer (air/acetylene flame). The wavelengths used for the determination of Cu, Zn and Ni were 324.8, 213.9 and 232 nm, respectively. A digital pH meter Cyberscan 500 was used to accurately measure the pH. Figure 1 shows schematically the principle of the closed cell device with the capacity of the different compartments. Three independent experiments were realized to determine the metallic ions concentration; the experimental standard deviation was determined to be ± 5%.
Closed cell device

Photo-electrodialysis using (CTA + PEI + TEHP) membrane noted M1
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Results and discussion
Physical characterization of the synthesized membranes
The characteristics of the membrane synthesized from CTA polymer and polyelectrolytes (PEI, PEG and PVP) are gathered in Table 2 . As the plasticizer molecules are hydrophobic, the location of TEHP on the surface and in the volume of the modified membranes changes the contact angle which is an indicative parameter of the wetting character of the material. The results indicate that all synthesized membranes were amorphous PIMs whose physical properties were modified. The plasticizer TEHP is hydrophobic and hence caused the elevation of the contact angle of the synthesized membranes (θ= 46° in the case of hydrophilic CTA membrane and θ= ~ 76° in the case of hydrophobic CTA-TEHP membrane). This value decreased in the case of (CTA+ PEI+ TEHP) and (CTA+ PVP+ TEHP) membranes because PEI, PVP and PEG are hydrophilic polyelectrolytes. From SEM images, it can be observed that the morphologies of the (polymer + polyelectrolyte + plasticizer) membranes had a uniform surface and appeared dense with no apparent porosity. We remark also that the hybrid membranes exhibited still homogeneous sponge microstructures. These observations confirm the results of the contact angle.
FTIR characterization
Characterization by thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method of thermal investigation in which changes in physical and chemical properties of materials are measured as a function of increasing temperature (with constant heating rate). TGA is commonly used to determine selected characteristics of materials that exhibit either mass loss or gain due to decomposition, oxidation, or loss of volatiles component (such as solvent and plasticizer).
The TGA experiments were done using TA Instrument equipment at a scanning speed of 
Transport of M 2+ ions using synthetic membranes
All synthesized membranes were used for the selective transport of bivalent ions M 2+ , the three membranes contained the same basis polymer (CTA) and the same plasticizer (TEHP); the difference was the polyelectrolyte nature (PEI, PEG, PVP).
Amount of metal transferred (titration in Compartment 2).
The cell used for Dialysis experiments consisted of three compartments, made of Teflon with a maximum filling volume of 100 mL, separated by the synthesized membranes. The In the case of the membrane M1, the transferred amount displays the following order:
. , the concentration in the compartment 2 decreased during 3 h, suggesting that it continues to be transferred to the third compartment. The beginning of the Ni 2+ and Zn 2+ transfer through the membrane M2 was observed after 2 h of dialysis.
Amount of metal transferred (titration in compartment 3)
Figures 7a-c illustrate the variation of concentrations in the compartment 3 using the three synthesized membranes M1-M2-M3. It can be seen that Cu 2+ failed to cross the three membranes. This can be explained by the low selectivity for Cu 2+ and the binding within the membrane through complexation with the nitrogen atoms of PEI and PVP polymers. The presence of Zn 2+ was detected in the compartment 3 using the different synthetic membranes.
This is due to the fact that Zn 2+ is not or weakly complexed by the polymers of M1, M2 and M3 membranes. The Ni² + was not detected in the compartment 3, this is due to the fact that Ni² + is complexed by thiourea in the second compartment.
Transport of M 2+ ions using a commercial membrane (titration in the compartments 2 and 3)
For a comparative purpose, a commercial membrane-type cation exchange, CMS, was considered in the same experimental conditions, i.e. the same cell and same solutions. We note that this commercial membrane behaves in a quite similar manner for the three ions. 
Photo-electrodialysis through the M1 membrane in the open cell
The M1 membrane showed good ability in the separation of the three ions and hence was chosen for the photo-electrodialysis. The photo-electrode FeAl2O4 was placed in the first compartment while the inert steel counter electrode in the third compartment; therefore, the cell worked in a short circuit configuration.
Effect of the concentration of the transferred metal
Based on . Ni 2+ and Zn 2+ moved relatively at low rate, before a sharp increase in the concentration was recorded in the third compartment after 3 h. It is worth noting that the composition of the membrane M1 (consisting of PEI and CTA in addition to the plasticizer) is likely to fix these metals to form stable amine complexes according to the sequence: Cu > Ni > Zn. This is due to the saturation of the membrane by the metal-carrier complex molecules and the decomplexation at the strip interface is presumably the ratelimiting step in such process. Fujimori [33] revealed the existence of copper and nickel complex with PEI in the stoichiometry 3.2 and 3.7 for PEI:Cu and PEI:Ni, respectively. This is due to the geometry of the complex (square planar in the case of copper and octahedral for nickel). These complexes are more stable than the PEI:Zn. In Table 3 are reported the overall formation constants of the three complexes [34] . As it can be observed, the stabilities are involved in the order: PEI:Cu > PEI:Ni > PEI:Zn.
The best transfer for the three metal ions was obtained at a current density of 0.78 mA cm -2 and an initial concentration of 10 -2 mol L -1 .
The effect of the potential
The use of the semi-conducting photoelectrode is considered as a promising tool to generate an electrical gradient field to improve ions transfer. Indeed, the junction electric field generated under illumination substantially increases the diffusion flux of ions. Figure 10 shows the values of the generated potential over time, measured in parallel with a high impedance voltmeter (10 9 ) via the two electrodes; it increased during the first 100 minutes and then remained almost stable.
Variation of the conductivity and the pH
Along with determining the potential through the cell, both the conductivity and pH of the solutions of all compartments were monitored and the results are gathered in Figure 11 .
Three distinct zones are visible in the graph of the conductivity.
The first zone corresponds to the decrease of the conductivity over time up to 3 h of dialysis in the first compartment (feed compartment) can be explained by the movement of ions from the solution of a compartment to the inside of the membrane. The second zone corresponds to the second movement of ions or exchange that occurs into the membrane between its protons and ions M 2+ of the solution. In the third zone, a slight decrease of the conductivity was observed, due to the hydrogen evolution, which was observed at the end of the experiment.
The H2-liberation can be mainly attributed to the reactions of reduction of protons at the electrodes.
Conclusion
The possibility of using a less energy-consuming process for wastewater treatment was examined in this work. New polymeric membranes were implemented and tested in processes using ion exchange materials for the treatment of solutions of hydro-metallurgical industries; the ion exchange membrane is an essential part of the process. The membrane was successfully polymerized from cellulose triacetate noted (CTA) modified by poly-electrolytes and plasticized by (TEHP).
The obtained results showed that a developed membrane-based PEI was not selective with regard to Cu 2+ but had a high affinity for Ni 2+ transfer, followed by Zn 
